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Suwati carrying kayak out of creek after Stage 1 (Photo courtesy of Rogue Adventure) 

 

As I sit here on Monday morning, it’s difficult to know how to start writing about the fantastic weekend my team mate and I 

had at the Rogue 24hr Adventuregaine. If all anyone looked at was the points on the scoreboard, they might think that 

Whoops Witch Way had a shocking race, scoring just 1670 out of a possible 3370 points, making us 34th of 45 teams or 

14th out of 17 mixed teams. But scoreboards sometimes do lie. Both members of Whoops Witch Way agree that the Rogue 

24hr Adventuregaine was one of the most fantastic weekends either of us have ever had. 

At midday Saturday, we set off on the first of four stages: a 20km kayak down Yabba Creek. As with all rogaining events, 

all checkpoints are optional and teams may complete them in any order within a given stage. We had established a game 

plan intended to ensure we had an enjoyable and physically challenging weekend while also building our confidence for 

future rogaining events (this was only our second rogaine). So, instead of running off to CP1 with the other teams, we 

walked down to the kayak transition and set off on the water. 

Yabbe Creek contained just enough water for us to paddle. The lowest recommended depth for paddling the creek is when 

6cm water flows over the dam wall; we had 7cm. This meant we had a few little portages and sections where we had to get 

out so that the kayak could float over shallow sections of the creek. Though the lack of water also meant we could limbo our 

way under some of the bridges and fallen trees that crossed over the creek. There were even some small shallow and simple 

rapids for us to negotiate on our way downstream to add a bit of spice to the day. 

Our tactic to skip the first checkpoint meant that we had the creek to ourselves for most of the stage. We saw the lead teams 

twice as they passed us in the first half of the stage and then again after they stopped to do the optional foot rogaine mid-

stage. Both teams were friendly and didn’t complain when they got stuck behind us in narrow sections of the creek. Team 

Spin City Cycles even gave us a few tips to help us improve our paddling efficiency as they raced past us. 
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The view from CP19 (Stage 2 MTB) 

 

Our transition between stages 1 and 2 was slow and deliberate. We dried off with a towel, changed into dry clothing, laid 

out a picnic blanket and made chicken wraps, which we sat down to eat. All around us, teams were moving quickly to cram 

food into their systems and refill their hydro packs. It was amazing to be sitting there amidst some of adventure racing and 

rogaining’s elite teams to see how different their approach is to our’s. One by one, each of the teams disappeared into the 

distance, taking the northern route option out into the forest. About half an hour after we arrived, we too were ready to set 

off in the opposite direction. 

 

Selfie at CP19 (Stage 2 MTB) 
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We decided to focus our mountain bike leg on accuracy, rather than distance. We selected a 40km route that took us through 

some of the less hilly terrain. This was all part of our game plan to select a route suitable to our abilities that would allow us 

to really enjoy the weekend. We started the ride in daylight, enjoying some quiet forestry roads that ran along a bubbling 

creek. As the sun started to set, we came upon CP19, one of the most stunning points on the course. There was no way I was 

letting the moment pass without stopping to take some photos of the view and an obligatory selfie of our smiling faces. 

As day turned to night, we cruised around the course collecting all the checkpoints we had marked up on the map. We only 

saw a handful of other teams as they either rode towards us or were stopped filling bottles at the water station. We even took 

time to stop and attach multicoloured glow sticks to ourselves and our bikes; such were our spirits. 

We were the first team to arrive at Race HQ after stage 2, not because we were fastest but probably because we rode the 

shortest distance. The lovely Gary and Kim (from Team Mountain Designs who won the 8-hour race), and their friends 

came over to HQ to share a laugh with us. It sounded like they’d had a magnificent day on the 8-hour course and an 

enjoyable evening around the campfire. Their tips and encouragement were greatly appreciated as we prepared to head off 

onto Stage 3, a night navigation trek course that would prove to be a challenge. 

Stage 3 was not our most productive in terms of  points. We spent three hours trekking and only found two of the four 

checkpoints we attempted. However, with a near-full moon, cloudless skies and only the two lead teams out on the course 

with us, the late night trek was stunning. After wasting an hour desperately trying to find CP34, only to learn later that we 

had walked straight past it, we turned off our headlamps and trotted off down the gravel road. As we ran/walked our way 

along the road, we watched the lead teams’ head torches climb up and back down a mountain to CP33. It made us glad we 

hadn’t decided to head out for it because they had to go a long way uphill. We found the easy win at CP28 and then another 

easy find at CP32 along a fenceline before spending about an hour trudging around looking for the 100 pointer at CP31. We 

have learned that we were again mere metres from our goal. Had we stuck to our game plan we might just have found it but 

we made the tactical error of believing we were in the wrong place because one of the top two teams (who cleared the 

course) were somewhere different to us. 

While we didn’t score many points in Stage 3, it did serve as a reminder for us to race our own race and ignore everyone 

else on the course, no matter how good they are. 

We returned to Race HQ around 1am and decided to punch in, ending all thoughts we might have of returning to the stage 3 

trek leg. With kayaks for the final stage being unavailable until 5am, we decided to hit the hay. My team mate did a 

fantastic job setting up camp so that we could both crash out for a solid three hour slumber. 

 

Morning mist on Booroomba Dam (Stage 4) 
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At 4am we woke and prepared ourselves for the final stage: a kayak with optional trek legs around Booroomba Dam. The 

sleep was just what we needed to refresh our bodies and spirits, ready for a long paddle in perfect conditions. 

 

Paddling out of the mist from CP45 (Stage 4) 

 

We were one of four teams to launch their boats at 5:30am. With the lead teams taking off in opposite directions around the 

course, we were soon paddling alone enjoying the misty pre-dawn light. Visibility was limited as the mist hung thick in the 

air. For most of the first hour, the only colour in our world was the bright red boat, yellow PFDs, and orange and white 

checkpoint markers. 

 

At CP49 (Stage 4) (Photo courtesy of Rogue Adventure) 
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The dam was populated by armies of dead trees, standing eerily in the water watching silently. It wasn’t until we saw them 

that we realised why CP49 was a 100-pointer. The clue ‘on dead tree’ but the CP was hidden amongst hundreds such trees 

standing in a large clump. As we came out of the inlet from CP45, we could just make out the shape of a team paddling 

amongst the dead trees some distance away. We couldn’t tell whether or not they had found the CP, but we decided to head 

in that general direction to check things out. The other team left the area quickly without us being able to tell where they’d 

stopped. But between our angle or approach and the first rays of sunlight, we were lucky enough to spot the bright orange 

marker in the distance and made a beeline for it. A random kayaker we saw paddling around turned out to be one of the race 

directors who snapped a photo of us celebrating our successful find. 

 

Paddling to CP50 (Stage 4) 

As the sun rose, the day just got even more beautiful. The black water reflected the shoreline and sky, as bright blue 

kingfishers flitted around looking for breakfast. 

 

Paddling to CP50 (Stage 4) 
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We found all the kayak checkpoints in stage 4 but opted not to attempt the trekking CPs because we wanted to remember 

the race for the successes and joys, rather than risking frustration. 

 

We had such a fun time on the race 

 

There will be other races in which Whoops Witch Way race for the purpose of finishing as high on the scoreboard as we 

possibly can. But sometimes, you just have to go out to have fun. The Rogue 24hr Adventuregaine tested our physical 

endurance and was a huge confidence-builder in our first full season together as a team. We’ve never attempted such a long 

event and discovered that, with a few hours sleep, we can keep it together and keep our heads. All going well, you’ll see 

team Whoops Witch Way at the start line for the 2014 Rogue 24hour Adventuregaine. And, who knows, we might just have 

a little more experience, confidence and skills by then so that we can race a little further while still just having fun. 

Total: 

 34th / 45 teams total 

 14th / 17 mixed teams 

 About: 35km paddle, 40km MTB, 15km trek 
 

8 RESPONSES TO “ROGUE 24HR ADVENTUREGAINE” 

1. Scott Sawyer | April 29, 2013 at 10:37 pm | Reply 

Hi Andrew, 

I said hello quickly but both times we bumped into each other there wasn’t time for more of a chat and introduction. Wasn’t 

it just a great event! Our team the Escapees also took it as a fun outing with it being my team mates first ever Adventure 

Race, Rogaine and night time Mountain Bike. 

I can’t believe you did the entire first leg paddle in one hit. We relished checkpoints 5 & 6 as an opportunity to stretch our 

legs and break up the paddle. I am quite confident we had the heaviest laden kayak and wonder did it mean we got stuck on 
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more of the shallow spots. Full respect to you both. 

I love the picnic blanket and chicken wraps. After putting some dry clothes on we pedalled straight to the pub. The lighting 

was excellent to sort our gear and confirm our MTB plans whilst we waited for our hot dinner. Best chicken parma ever. 

The mad adventure racers was a big topic for the locals who thought any 2 racers who stop mid way at the pub were their 

kind of people. 

Sounds like you got some good use from your 29ers. Well done for your result and the style with which you took part. I 

enjoy reading your blog. 

o AndrewGills | April 30, 2013 at 7:41 am | Reply 

LOL about the pub. That’s totally classic. Definitely one for the record books. 

As for the paddling, we are relatively strong (for novices) on the water. The paddle leg is always our favourite and the one 

in which we are most likely to succeed. That said, neither of us own boats and we only train on the water half a dozen 

times a year outside races. 

The water was shallow for some crews hey. We were paddling up near the leaders (only because we didn’t do the trek 

CPs) and they’d get out to push but sometimes we were just light enough to get over. 

We definitely made good use of the 29ers. It was the perfect course for big wheels. 

2. Mark | April 30, 2013 at 3:34 am | Reply 

It certainly looks and sounds like you had a great time and that you entered the competition with exactly the right attitude, I 

did follow your team for a bit on the GPS thing but work got in the way. 

Well done and good luck for future competitions. 

o AndrewGills | April 30, 2013 at 7:43 am | Reply 

Oh yeah, we had a blast. That’s so cool that you were able to follow us on the GPS thing. Our next adventure race is just 

three weeks away at Adventure Race Australia and then we have an 8 hour foot rogaine the following week. But first, I 

have a 200km Audax ride on 11 May  

3. Baz - The Landy | April 30, 2013 at 9:30 am | Reply 

Great work…nothing like being out and about! 

o AndrewGills | April 30, 2013 at 9:33 am | Reply 

Yeah. It’s awesome being outdoors. Especially when conditions are perfect and the location scenic. 
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